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Obituaries: Send obituaries
and accompanying photos to
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(860) 584-0501.
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e-mailed to obits@BristolPress.
com by 5 p.m.
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Eighmy said a total of 8 percent
of its patients are currently insured
by United. The termination, he said,
will have a negative impact on the
hospital’s bottom line in the short
term.
“Our hope is that we can come to
a reasonable agreement before the
Nov. 18 deadline,” he said. “However,
this is a long-term decision and we
need a rate increase to cover our
rising costs or we will endanger the
future of this hospital.”
Bristol Hospital maintains
contracts with the other major
health plans in the area including Aetna, Anthem, CIGNA and
ConnectiCare.
Hospital officials said they will
continue to use all reasonable efforts
to negotiate an agreement with
United, even after the termination
date.
The Hospital of Central
Connecticut in New Britain was
faced with the same problem last
year. However, after months of
negotiations, HOCC and United
Healthcare were able to reach a deal
before the termination deadline.
The community is encouraged to
contact United Healthcare and stress
the importance of keeping Bristol
Hospital in its network by calling
(877) 842-3210.
LLuvia Mares can be reached at (860)
584-0501, ext. 7238, or at Lmares@
bristolpress.com.
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